
Pranic Healing 

- Powerful Solutions for Everyday Life -  
"Miracles are fantastic events, which utilize the hidden laws of nature most 
people are unaware of.  Miracles do not break the laws of nature; they are 
actually based on them." Grand Master Choa Kok Sui.   

What is Pranic Healing?   
Pranic Healing is an ancient science and art of healing that utilizes life 
force energy to heal the whole body.  This life force energy can be called 
prana, chi, etc. and is available to us from the sun, air and earth.  By 
projecting fresh prana to another or to ourselves, we can accelerate 
healing.   
Scientists now validate the existence of an energy field that surrounds and 
interpenetrates the human body and nourishes it with life force energy or 
prana.   

We have energy centers or chakras, which control physical, emotional and 
mental functions.  This energy field gets contaminated and mental 
imbalances are the outcome.   
Pranic healing techniques cleanse, energise and rebalance the energy field 
to restore harmony and balance physically, emotionally and mentally.  
These techniques can also be used to correct imbalances in vortices of 
energy that control all human activities such as relationships, finances, 
work and home environments.   

How Quickly Can I see Results?   
With simple conditions you may see results instantaneously.  With long 
term and chronic complaints the response is slightly longer but used in 
conjunction with other therapies such as crystal healing, rebirthing or 
medical treatments, the healing time can be greatly reduced.  For example, 
fresh minor cuts and burns can be healed completely in a few minutes 
using Pranic Healing.  Some conditions deemed untreatable by 
conventional methods have responded well after one pranic healing 
treatment.  Pranic Healing is not intended to replace existing medical 
treatments and compliments all systems of therapy.   



 

The above Picture, shows a before and after example of our aura before 
receiving a pranic healing.  When there is gaps and holes like the “before 
picture”, our physical body cannot be completely nourished, resulting over 
time as stress or sickness.   

What does a treatment involve?  
Pranic healing is a no touch treatment.  You may be placed in a chair, or on 
a massage table.  The therapist scans the energy field to locate areas of 
imbalance.  Pranic healing techniques are used to cleanse and energise the 
energy field and rebalance your energy and chakras.  Most people feel 
relaxed and ‘light’ when the old, unused or stagnant energy is removed and 
fresh vital force is infused.   

Stress and tension respond almost immediately to treatment.  As this is a 
scientific method, treatments are specific to conditions and results are 
consistent.  The methods are safe, nontoxic and effective.   

Pranic Healing Works 
My introduction to pranic healing came a week before our teacher from 
Melbourne came to introduce us to the course.  At the time I was not sure 
why I was there.  I had been using many of the techniques, haven been 
given intuitively to me.  I however was given some answers that weekend, 
and have found by following the recommended principles of Pranic 



Healing, I now receive more success than I was achieving before.  The 
results are constant.   

I use Pranic Healing on every aspect of my life.  Keeping my house and 
living areas energetically clean and vibrant, my business, finances, 
relationships, keeping silver fish out of the cupboards, in the garden, stress 
relief, and more.  I have not found an issue that I have not been able to 
treat successfully with Pranic Healing.  Pranic Healing can be used as a 
preventative tool, keeping colds and flu away in winter, and any condition 
that may be hereditary etc.   

We meditate on the Twins Heart Meditation.  This is a powerful meditation 
that helps us become more enlightened beings, as well as practice 
planetary healing.  Our Founder Master Choa Kok Sui believes we can 
achieve enlightenment in one lifetime.  He has therefore put together 
powerful courses, where we can be taught these wonderful techniques, in 
a safe and empowering way.   

What can I treat with Pranic Healing?   
Any aspect of life can be treated from minor to major complaints   
Relief pain instantly - Facilitate long term healing - Headaches  -
Nosebleeds  - Infections, Inflammation  - Cuts, burns, scratches  - Infertility  
-  Sporting injuries  -  Additions, Fears and phobias - Respiratory  - Anxiety 
and stress  - Immune system  - Work place  - Finances  - Relationships  - 
Gastric Complaints  - Depression  -Supporting operations  - Sports teams   

Distant Healing is available  

Accelerate healing by 50% or more.  Sometimes a treatment plan is 
necessary.   
Pranic Healing is now practiced in over 85 countries. In the USA, we have 
medical doctors trained in pranic healing, getting amazing results with 
their clients, and accelerating recovery by 50% or more in some cases.   

 

 

 

 



Courses Available   

Basic Pranic Healing 

This is the foundation course. You will learn to:   

Access Vital Energy from the surroundings: the air, sun, ground.   
Cleanse the energy field of chronic, stale energy patterns.  
Energise & put in a new program to achieve self-empowerment.  
Scan and interpret energies.  
De-stress & Revitalize instantly, using Pranic breathing techniques.  
Expand consciousness through meditation including Twin Hearts.  
Use basic techniques for self-healing, distant & Divine healing,  
Relationship & financial healing.  
Pranic first aid in the home and workplace.  

 Become truly empowered.   

 

Advanced Pranic Healing  

At this level you will learn to :   

Access energy of higher vibrational frequencies using colour vibrations.   
Heal certain conditions instantly. I.e. fresh minor burns and wounds 
headaches, stomach aches, diarrhea etc.  
UN-stress yourself, family and office instantly.  
Decontaminate your work and home environments dramatically.  
Treat effectively relationships, finances, physical, emotional and mental 
problems.  
Enhance sport performances.  

Learn how to activate and inhibit chakras.   
Learn advanced Pranic treatments of:  
· Immunity and Defense system  
· Disorders of the eyes, ears and throat  
· Skin disorders  
· Heart and Circulatory Ailments  
· Gastrointestinal Ailments  



· Urinary Ailments  
· Reproductive Ailments  
· Skeletal and Muscular Disorders  
· Blood Disorders  
· Disorders of the Brain and Nervous System  
· Tumours and Cancer  
Beauty regime – Facelifts, Tummy Tucks, Hip Tucks & Bust lifts.  
Learn Advanced Protocols that integrate easily into your lives.  
Prerequisite: Basic Pranic Healing.  
Christchurch, New Zealand,  

 

Pranic Psychotherapy  

You will learn to:  
Access energy of even higher vibrational frequencies and miracles will  
become everyday events.  
Dissolve stress, emotional pain, sadness, anger, & negative emotions.  
Disintegrate negative energies that cause addictions such as smoking,  
alcoholism, gambling, and reliance on drugs of all kinds.  
Develop effective strategies to sustain happiness and well being at all  
levels.  
Prerequisite: Advanced Pranic Healing  

 

 


